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The results of the HyperMotion data are measured across key metrics,
including player accuracy, ball control, ball movement, pace, passing,

shooting and goal impact, in addition to capturing the frequency of
actions made by players and the accuracy of those actions. Season Mode

Season Mode has been expanded with an AI-controlled opponent with
new strategies, tactics and formations. EA SPORTS has also expanded its

Tactic Analysis option on the in-game detail screen, which will help
players make situational decisions throughout the match based on player
attributes, team and player positioning and how the players are playing.

Players can choose to use this data to increase their tactical awareness in
order to create more opportunities and goals. New Team A.I. New Team
A.I. allows for offline play with a huge selection of new and re-imagined

player attributes including height, build, acceleration, power and strength,
as well as a number of new items. Players can also play as the New York
Cosmos, allowing for a unique gameplay experience that will allow for
players to experience the trials and tribulations of the original NASL

franchise. On-field gameplay changes include adding in-line and no-line
options and players can choose the player or the team they feel most

comfortable playing as, regardless of manual or controller selection. The
online experience also features new customizable match lobbies for

players to practice and play in. Featuring player commentary, play styles,
game modes and more, players will be able to access any and all online

match types from any match type lobby. Match types include: • Individual
Friendly • Create a League/Cup • Tournament • Global League • Leagues

(League Leagues) • Transfers • Friendly Leagues • City • Grassroots
Leagues • Company Leagues Key Features: • New Team A.I. • New Team

A.I. Tactics • New Team A.I. Player Attributes • New Team A.I. Playing
Styles • New Team A.I. Player Positions • New Team A.I. Dynamic Player

Positions • New Team A.I. Player Variations • New Team A.I. FIFA 22
Football Attribute Variations • No-Line Fouls/Passes • Player Deflects • No-

Line Players

Features Key:

 Dynamic 3D Player Modeling - Now you can model the perfect
player through the player progression system in Ultimate Team.
Create the midfielder of your dreams, a dribbling striker, a speedy
winger, a robust defender, a forward you are impossible to take
off the ball, or unlock the DNA of your favourite footballer with
game-changing abilities, with a wealth of new moves, tools and
customization options.
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 Dynamic 3D ActionFx Engine - Using the Dynamic 3D ActionFx
Engine, the engine delivers maximum player animations in a fast
and fluid manner – so long as you have the motion capture data.
Dynamic 3D Face Motion and dynamic body type – with cheek
filling and shoulder sliders – combine and conflict for a player with
instinctive and believable reactions, with the looks reflecting the
actions of the player during gameplay.
 New Dynamic Tactics Platform - Responsive AI intelligence
and fast paced action now rules the game with a new Dynamic
Tactics Engine. Every time you win a match with your tactics, your
player recruitment options are now further enhanced with the
unique dynamic experience of your tactics. Your tactics and team
compositions are now updated, as a direct reflection of your
performance to maximize your tactics for the next match.
 ESPN broadcast broadcasts - View broadcasts from all the big
outlets in US and UK and the best in-game live commentary. Also
watch your matches in HD, as the voice of over 20 commentators
can be heard blasting out of your TV. It's clear, it's authentic, it's
FIFA.
 Better Keeper Skills - Ready for your big moves? Now you can
see the keeper from above for a fraction of a second before
making your big save. This extra field of view makes it easier to
catch the ball at the right moment in time and make the reflex
save.
 Improved Goalkeeper AI - Intelligent goalkeeper AI
dramatically improves the experience on PlayStation 4. Armed
with better vision tracking, the players' movements and reactions
are refined to improve gameplay. The new goalkeeper AI system
enables play while the keeper is in possession by making smart
challenges or trapping the ball
 Untouchable Defend - The new Defender AI in FIFA 22 will bring
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FIFA (from Electronic Arts) is the best-selling sports videogame
franchise in the world, best-selling sports videogame of all time
and the #1 videogame franchise in the United States of America.
Enter FIFA and experience the most authentic sports game
experience ever with the most realistic foot-to-ball action and the
most complete and realistic gameplay features. And with more
than 1.5 billion games sold, the FIFA series has shattered all-time
sales records for sports videogames. Every year, the FIFA series is
the #1 selling video game franchise in the world – beating all
competitors hands down. The FIFA series is developed at EA
Canada and published by Electronic Arts worldwide. FIFA kicks off
the New Season in style. FIFA 22 promises to be the most
improved, the most exciting, and the most complete videogame
ever developed. Amazing new gameplay features FIFA 22 brings
exciting new gameplay features to the series for the first time.
Play smarter and become more effective, through more precise
ball control, improved player intelligence and contextual thinking.
Agile Demarcation When De Bruyne strikes, he will often make a
dash to the sideline to evade the pressure from a more direct
opponent. Over the course of the season you’ll see other players,
teams and modes use this tactic to their advantage, forcing you to
adapt. Add Evasion to your game - Dynamically react to the
change of the ball; even if your original plan of attack is changed
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by opponents. Intelligence New to FIFA? In FIFA 21, you’ll develop
your player’s vision and decision-making by observing the
intensity and tempo of a match, which will affect your gameplay.
Learn how to play smarter and become more effective. (Note: This
feature will be available in all modes.) Connect the Game Visualize
key information and context clues while playing, to evaluate all
the interactions in a match. Both your choice of team and the
referees play an important role in your decision making. You may
notice a pattern in your opponents’ gameplay, or you may have a
gut feeling that a team is not playing to their full potential. The
competition is tighter than ever. You’ll notice changes in the way
your opponents are playing based on their role, national origin, or
how their team is performing in the season. Observe and observe
again bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team gives you the option to purchase players
directly from your favorite club teams. Create your dream team or
take the chance to build the ultimate team with more than 1,000
players available. Ultimate Team game modes include: Create
your very own club and train new players as you prepare for a
new season. Form a new club with players who are already
available to buy from the included database or pull players from
other teams around the world. Commandeer your very own squad
with over 1,000 players that can be sorted by position, nationality,
and club. Online – Live the new online experience with customized
gameplay that lets you play in teams of friends or co-workers, or
duel with your friends online. The new online experience also
allows users to play with new season content and receive a free
FIFA 18 game download as a thank you to show appreciation for
your continuing dedication to FIFA. Be a Pro – Available for the
first time ever in a franchise mode, Be a Pro is an innovative take
on the time-honored tradition of real-life professional athletes and
managers. Put your skills to the test in a series of fast-paced
simulation challenges where you’ll be put to the test by the clock,
and see how well you adapt to various situations on the pitch. FUT
Draft – Available in Career and Ultimate Team modes, pick new
players from an open selection, modify your players, collect sweet
rewards, and share your creations with the world. EXCLUSIVES
FIFA 18 is the most immersive football ever in the franchise.
Exclusively available on all platforms, FIFA 18 lets you play more
like never before. Through the use of innovative, next-gen
technology, and combined with a wide array of new features, FIFA
18 provides the most authentic and complete football gaming
experience. By bringing the ball into every aspect of the
gameplay, you can feel the thrill of taking your moves past your
defender, controlling the direction of your shot, and then making
that winning run. FIFA 18 offers ultra-realistic football via cutting-
edge technology to best capture every nuance of the game,
including the ball physics, ball control, ball speed, and ball
patterns. The game includes all-new animation replicating the
speed, accuracy, and movement of the actual players and the
ball, with no more animations to break down. FIFA Ultimate Team
– Player Intelligence – In FIFA Ultimate Team, you can invite your
friends from the EA SPORTS FIFA family and use them to

What's new in Fifa 22:
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The FUT Virtual Pro Draft
VEGAS Pro Lines
The England National Team
New National Leagues
New Challenges
3 new celebration animations
New playable leagues including N.
America, Asia and Africa
New goal celebration animations
An all-new FIFA Interactive World
Cup
FIFA Moments
New stadium atmosphere
New player and matchday attires
New kits
Personalised Stadium
Visual Changes to Ultimate Team
mode
New FUT Pro Tour
Modernised Global Broadcast
Changes to Friendship mode
The new Players Menu which enables
you to manage your players on the
same page.
Layers adjustment for better viewing
performance, especially for devices
with narrow displays.
FIFA Ball physics adjustments
Motion Capture improvements and
improvements to face and body
scanning
New Atmosphere Engine
Fan Engagement and improvements
Enhanced Teaching Display in
Training
More way to play FIFA games on your
Xbox One, TV and mobile devices.
Enjoy the all-new My FIFA
experience.
Matchday Improvements
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FIFA is the best-selling football simulation
franchise in the world, fueled by the
passion and popularity of the sport. Play
it alone or in a foot-by-foot take on real-
world action with friends on Xbox LIVE®,
PlayStation®Network or Windows PC.
FIFA 20 is the official videogame of FIFA
and the FIFA franchise. Officially licensed
by FIFA, Konami and EA, FIFA 20 is the
only videogame featuring the official FIFA
20 logo on the front of the box. What can
I do in FIFA? Developed by FIFA's team of
the game's creators, FIFA has been
defined by its blend of high-end visuals,
intuitive controls, and the most realistic
representation of football. From the pitch
to the dug-out, the depth of strategy on
and off the pitch is at your fingertips. All
eleven teams from around the globe, and
over 70 real-world leagues, provide a
massive array of competition, create
unparalleled excitement, and deliver
unrivalled depth and authenticity. With
30 stadiums and more than 40,000
players and items, building a career is
easier than ever. FIFA lets you choose
how you play football, against anyone,
anywhere. Real-world tactical depth gives
you the skills to build a career and take
on your friends. What's new in FIFA? Top-
Shelf Performance: The FIFA team is
continuing to push the boundaries of next-
gen graphics. With a stunningly detailed
experience, FIFA World Edition is the
definitive version of the game. Pro-Action
Commentary: The FIFA team has taken its
proven, crowd-pleasing commentary on-
field experience to the next level with an
incredible infusion of spoken and visual
commentary and a complete overhaul of
the AI in particular. Dynamic Player AI:
The revolutionary and comprehensive
new AI brings tangible improvements to
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gameplay, providing dynamic, time-based
adjustments to the way the player
decisions and behaviours play out on the
pitch. Players now make more realistic
decisions when they play, demonstrating
improved intelligence and accuracy in
decision making. Improved Match Engine:
The engine that powers the game has
also been improved with improvements
including improved control of the ball, a
new ball physics model, more realistic
dribbling moves, and players more agile
when on the ball. Improved Control: The
controls are more responsive and
balanced while also offering individual
control over every aspect of the game,
from offside to delivering corner kicks,
free kicks and set pieces. Improved Match
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Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10 Minimum 2 GB
RAM PCI-e x16 Slot GPU: NVIDIA®
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